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The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, under the direction of the 

Engineering Department and Safety Group, has recently cleared some 

former firing sites and dismantled and removed about 75 abandoned explo

sives processing and service buildings including their associated 

utilities. The goal was to remove all hazardous materials from both 

above and below ground, eliminate all evidence of former occupancy, 

return the entire area to its natural state, and,"in the case of one 

firing point, be able to allow public access. Procedures were developed 

for the safe removal of explosive and radioactive contaminated materials, 

structures, and drains. One of the more hazardous operations was the 

removal of underground explosive waste drains, some of which contained 

significant quantities of explosives. Although this was a cleanup job 

some of the same problems can be encountered and the same solutions 

applied in modification and maintenance work of operating explosive 

facilities. With the use of slides, I will describe the prior conditions, 

the methods we used, some of the conditions encountered, and the end 

results of this effort. 

LASL, as we are commonly called, was created during World War II by 

the Manhattan Engineering District for the purpose of developing an 

atomic bomb. Since the work involved explosives, temporary explosives 

processing and storage buildings were built. As in many rush operations 

of an apparently tempoi'ary nature, the facilities were not the best for 
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safe operations. During the early uses of these facilities, many additions 

and changes were made on short notice and without advance planning. The 

result was a' hodgepodge of temporary buildings and facilities that were not 

satisfactory for long-time use. 

By Congressional action, Los Alamos was i.nade a permanent facility in 

19'i6. People then began to consider permanent structures to replace the 

temporary ones built during the war. Construction of new facilities was 

started in the late forties and most of the old temporary structures were 

replaced with new permanent ones. Very few of the old structures were 

dismantled when new structures were built to replace them. They were used 

for various explosive operations and dead storage for a few years and were 

eventually abandoned in place. 

In the early 1960's it was decided that some of the abandoned buildings 

in the operating areas should be removed because of the fire hazard they 

created to some of the new facilities. These buildings could not easily 

be dismantled safely, since they were heavily contaminated with explosives. 

It was decided to use an in-place controlled burning destruction method. 

To ensure good flashing and burning, additional combustible material was 

placed inside the buildings and the interiors were soaked with kerosene. 

During nonworking hours, the buildings were ignited remotely by the use of 

electric squibs and allowed to burn to ground level. This was done by the 

Fire Department during the winter months when the ground was covered with 

snow. The controlled burning program was successful in removing the hazards 

from those parts of the structures and equipment that were above ground, but 

was essentially ineffective on the equipment, drains and sumps that were at 

ground level or below grade. The structures were left in this condition f'jr 

the next four or five years. The hazard of the underground explosive con

taminated drains remained, and the burned debris created an eyesore. 

Funds were appropriated to remove the still existing hazards, cleanup 

for the sake of appearance, and make the land available for further use 

when needed. 

One of the firing sites was outside our normal Laboratory area. This 

particular site has been used for firing experimental explosive shots, most 

of which contained radioactive materials in the explosive assembly. This 



facility and its land has been declared surplus to the Laboratory's needs, 

and the land was to be returned to the AEC who was to open it for public 

use. Since the public would have access to it, it was necessary to make 

sure that no hazards or dangerous attractive souvenirs were left in the 

area, especially for public relations considerations. 

One of the considerations in doing this restoration work now was that 

many of the employees who had worked at these facilities were still employed 

by the Laboratory. They were available for consultation in determining what 

operations had been carried on in each of the buildings or areas and could 

assist in determining what hazards might still exist. If we had waited 

another ten years or more, many of these people would have retired and 

would not be readily available for consultation and assistance. These 

people were a valuable asset in determining just what conditions did exist 

and were, in some cases, more reliable than the engineering drawings and 

records that were found in the files. Many hours were spent in assembling 

the available drawings and records on each of the old buildings, but there 

were many missing links. There were no complete "as-built" records. This 

is also true many times when modifications or extensive maintenance work is 

being planned. 

I have divided the presentation into two areas: first, the removal and 

clearance of explosives process buildings and second, the clearing of a 

fonner firing site. ; 

SLIDE 1. Following the war, prior to the construction of any permanent 

buildings, use of the temporary wartime facilities for explosive processing 

continued. There was a large collection of wooden process buildings and 

support facilities. There were few, if any, structures that had not been 

added to or modified. 

SLIDE 2. The controlled burning program was accomplished as the first 

step for those wooden buildings no longer needed. The better buildings 

were maintained for support facilities, and a few are still in use today. 

The burned skeletons of those that were destroyed were left in place until 

money was appropriated for further cleanup and removal. The new permanent 

structures were made primarily of concrete and located around the "perimeter 

of the old facilities. 



SLIDE 3» Shows a tj-̂ Jical abandoned building prior to controlled 

burning. Note that part of this building has concrete reinforced walls 

and the rest is of wood. Buildings, such as magazines that had earthen 

barricades against them, were burned without removing the earth. The 

combustible materials were removed very effectively and completely. The 

remaining work for the cleanup of that type of structure was just the 

removal of the concrete floor and leveling of the earthen barricade. 

SLIDE h. Shows a typical process building after the controlled 

burning. It can be seen how the heat thoroughly flashed the vacuum 

pipes, ducts, and all equipment in the building. Two explosive waste 

sumps can be seen in the foreground. In most cases the collection su:!rps 

were exposed to very little heat from the fire, at least not enough to 

consider them flashed. We did not develop a controlled burning method 

that would ensure complete flashing of the collection sumps at or below 

ground level. 

SLIDE 3- Shows a section of vacuum line which detonated during the 

controlled burning and was positive evidence that the burning did provide 

effective flashing. Several small detonations were heard during the 

controlled burning. Some of our facilities had common utility buildings 

which served several smaller buildings. In these cases, a central -vacuum 

system served several bays or small structures. The pipes between 

buildings were not exposed to flashing during the controlled burning 

operation and therefore were still explosive-contaminated. These con

taminated pipes VQTQ removed by the use of an external pipe cutter wi-th 

water running over the cutting area. The ends of contaminated pipes 

were capped with plastic and -taped to prevent loose HE from falling out 

during handling and moving to a wash-down building for explosive decon-

•tamination. 

SLIDE 6. Shows a building during the process of removal of the 

debris from above the floor level. Since the controlled burning did 

not remove the underfloor and underground hazards, the next step during 

the cleanup was to remove the flashed debris above the floor level. 

This was done by using only hand tools to cut or remove all the pipes 

and equipment. The use of cutting torches or power tools was not permitted 
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during this operation. It is surprising how much work can be done using 

only hand-operated pipe and bolt cutters. An economical bonus of limiting 

the work to standard hand tools was that laborers could do this work and it 

did not require more expensive craftsmen such as welders. We felt that the 

reduced per-hour cost more than offset the extra speed that could have been 

gained by the use of a cutting torch, even without regard to the safety 

considerations. The personnel for this demolition work were construction • 

workers who did not normally work with or around explosives. Before each 

major portion of the job, an extensive standard operation procedure was 

prepared by the representatives of the Engineering and Safety Departments 

and approved by the Explosive Technical Group. Before the work began an 

orientation program was conducted for the workers and their supervisors, 

and all the general safety rules and conditions in the SOP's were outlined 

in simple terms. They were shown samples of various kinds of explosives 

that they might encounter. The workers were instructed that if they found 

any explosives or anything they thought might be explosives, they were to 

stop work and immediately notify their supervisor. This proved very profit

able, and the workers were conscientious about reporting anything that even 

resembled explosives. 

SLIDE 7' Shows a building where essentially all the removable burned 

debris has been removed to floor level. Some waste drains can still be 

seen above the floor level. The next step was to remove the outside under

ground samps and drains up to the edge of the foundations. 

SLIDE 8. Shows an explosive collection sump being cleaned out. VJhen 

we knew of or found large quantities of explosives, the regular high explo

sive disposal crew was called in to remove the explosives. In these types 

of situations water was placed in the sump and allowed to stand for several 

days, then the sludge was removed by hand and taken to the burning ground 

for destruction. This particular sump contained the greatest quantity of 

explosives found, estimated to be about I5OO pounds. I do not believe that 

the collection system was cleaned when the building was abandoned, or for 

some time before. This is an example of what one can find around old 

explosive process buildings where the operations were not well controlled 

and the buildings were later abandoned. 



SLIDE 9- Shows a sump that has been cleaned and excavated, and is 

ready for removal from the area. Several instances were encountered in 

which the explosive-bearing water had gone through cracks or broken 

joints of the sumps and drains, and deposited concentrations of explo

sives in the adjacent ground. Such soil was kept slightly damp, and the 

concentrations were removed by hand digging with aluminum shovels. Large 

quantities of water could not be used because it would make the explosive 

indistinguishable from the soil. The explosive-conta:ninated soil was put 

in garbage cans for removal to the burning area for burning with more 

concentration waste explosive. Since this work was done by hand it was 

very slow and tedious. The decision on just how far to go with this type 

of cleanup was difficult. How clean is clean? Our general guide to the 

workers was to remove material as long as they could distinguish the 

presence of explosives. They then called the safety engineer who made a 

decision on each case based on his opinion of the remaining hazard. 

SLIDE 10. Shows some of the pieces of explosives that were found out

side of sumps. They were formed by explosive-bearing water leaking or 

overflowing from the collection system and the explosive then solidifying 

in various voids. In addition to explosive from leaks in the collection 

systems, we found concentrations of explosives on and in the ground just 

outside the doors of some buildings. Apparently the operators did not 

always wait for floor washings to go through the collection systems, and 

swept or washed them out the doors. Loose and deteriorated explosives 

were also found in the so-called "cap" magazines which were small, 

barricaded, temporary, open storage facilities at firing sites. VJeather 

and time had deteriorated and broken the charges into small pieces, and . 

we found pieces on the surface and buried as deep as one foot in the ground. 

SLIDE 11. The process of uncovering and exposing the drain lines for 

the explosive collection sumps was a delicate and time-consuming job. The 

horizontal and vertical positions of the lines were located by hand digging 

at 20 to 25-foot intervals. Next, a front-end loader was used to remove 

the overburden to within an estimated one foot of the line. The remaining 

work was done by hand digging so that the drains would not be broken or 

disturbed. Some of the engineering drawings were helpful in locating the 
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general areas of underground drains^ but, in most cases, it was necessary 

to accurately locate them by hand digging. 

SLIDE 12. Shows an example of the maze of uncovered drain lines and 

sumps after the lines were exposed by careful digging. Since there were 

add-on items after the original construction, there was crisscrossing of 

lines. At this particular location there were three separate drainage 

systems, all installed at different times. Sometimes underground electrical 

and steam service was intermixed with these underground drainage systems. 

Drawings that showed all drains and other utilities were seldom found. 

SLIDE 13. Here is an exposed samp drain line ready to be removed. A 

method was developed for removing these drains remotely. The drains from 

the sumps were tile, some with mortar joints and some just laid end-to-end. 

In either case we were concerned about HS having settled in the joints and 

thus being exposed to pinching or crushing action when the drains vere moved. 

SLIDE ik. The method used to safely remove the explosive-contaminated 

drains was to build a clamp device like a large pair of old-time ice tongs. 

This was fastened to the end of the crane line and placed around a section 

of the exposed drain. A lift was then made which raised one or two sections 

of line at a time, depending upon where the break occurred. All personnel 

were e-vacuated to bai*ricaded locations except the crane operator who was in 

the protected cab. The crane was always located at right angles to the 

ditch, so that the operator was not directly in line with the drain pipe 

when the initial lift was made. Once the section of pipe was broken free, 

it was set to one side for later cleaning. Then a helper would come from 

a barricaded area and place the tongs on the next section of pipe. 

SLIDE 15. Shows some of the removed pipes which contained significant 

"quantities of explosives." From the evidence found in some of these drains, 

we suspect that during their use, some became completely plugged. Operators 

were then unable to get a flow through them and to expedite things maintenance 

people had to come in a lay new lines nearby. The plugged lines were abandoned 

in place. An example of this is the pipe on the left which was completely 

plugged with HE. Also shown is an example of explosives settling in the 

joints of drain pipes which bore out our concern about pinch points during 

removal of this type of pipe. 



SLIDE 16. Most of the drains w.ere four-inch drains of vitreous clay, 

but some were case iron. Most of the drains from the operating bays to 

the sumps were cast iron while those from the sumps were of the vitreous 

clay. The cast iron drains could not be broken and removed by the remote 

crane lifting operation. We used a chain pipe cutter on the cast iron 

drains. The final cutting was done from a protected location. Water was 

run on the outside of the pipe as an extra precaution to reduce any heat 

buildup. One may ask why we did not attempt to steam, wash, or flush 

these drains before removing them. Where possible, we did wash and flush 

them, but, generally, they were so plugged with explosives or dirt that 

we could not get a flow through them. Also, neither hot water nor steam 

was available at many of these locations and it would have been difficult 

to provide them. Even when water would flow through these drains, there 

was no way of knowing how effectively the explosives had been removed from 

the joints and pockets. In some locations the pipes were found crushed or 

collapsed causing the plugging. When sections of pipes were removed, the 

ends were covered with plastic and taped to prevent the spilling of explo

sives during handling. They were then transported to our e:cplosive wash 

facility. If we had a particularly sensitive situation, the pipe sections 

were placed in a tank of water for transporting and handling. At the wash 

facility, the drain pipes v/ere cleaned with hot water and steam to remove 

all visible explosive contamination. This building is used for cleaning 

of explosive-contaminated equipment and is served by the explosive waste 

collection system. 

SLIDE 17. After all the drains, sumps, and other utilities had been 

removed from outside the building foundations, the next step was to remove • 

the explosive-con-taminated floor and the drains or troughs under or in the 

floor. To reduce the possibility of an impact or friction ignition the 

area was flooded with water and then the protected crane with a headache 

ball was used to break up the floors and drains. When the floor was com

pletely broken, a close inspection was made to determine the locations 

and condition of the drains. The area was wet thoroughly again, and the 

broken pieces of concrete, pipe, drains, etc., were removed by hand. It 

was during this operation that we experienced our only serious injury 

which was a strained back from lifting the piece of broken concrete. 



SLIDE 18. The next step, after the floors had been broken up and 

the under-floor drains and contaminated portions removed, was the removal 

of the remaining dividing walls. V7e felt that the potential explosive 

contamination by now was minimal. A headache ball was used, but the 

large amount of reinforcing steel in the concrete did not yield easily. 

In this particular picture you see a slight puff of smoke leaving the 

wall as the headache ball strikes. We assume that this was not explosive 

detonating, but who knows for sure. The cab of the crane was protected 

with half-inch plate steel. There were three 6 x 12 inch, two-inch-thick 

bullet-proof glass ports for viewing so that the operator was not working 

completely blind. 

SLIDE 19. Some of the buildings had enclosed firing chambers where 

small explosive charges, some containing radioactive material, had been 

fired. The walls of these chambers were impregnated with pieces of normal 

uranium and had counts ranging from 100 to 8o,000 counts per minute per 

60 square centimeters of alpha and 2 to 20 millirera per hour of beta plus 

gamma. In attempting to destroy reinforced chambers, especially those 

lined with steel, we found a cutting torch helpful to cut up some of the 

metal and reinforcing bars. These chambers had been thoroughly flashed 

by the controlled burning program, and the potential of explosive con-tami-

nation remaining was essentially zero. The men using the cutting torches 

wore full-face masks to protect them from radioac-fcive fumes that might be 

produced by the cutting operation. 

SLIDE 20. After all the debris had been removed, the ditches and 

excavations were backfilled and the area leveled to the original terrain. 

In some areas a natural grass was planted, and in'others, nature was 

allowed to take over and cover the areas. The material removed during 

the cleanup was of three types: (l) explosive-contaminated combustibles, 

(2) explosive-contaminated noncombustible, and (3) noncontaminated non-

combustible. The combustible material was piled in a large windrow in an 

open area and then burned during our rainy season. Since there was some 

explosive contamination in the combustible material such as covers for 

svmips and open drains, we did not want to place it in the public dump. 

The noncombustible items that were known to be, or possibly, explosive-



contaminated were placed in our explosives contaminated burial pit. 

This is a controlled burial location for explosive-contaminated items 

that are not economically feasible to clean for salvage or worth the 

cost of flashing. Some of the drain pipes and the badly contaminated 

concrete sumps were placed in this location. There were 30 truckloads 

of this material. The noncombustible material that was considered free 

of explosive contamination was disposed of in our regular controlled 

disposal area which is not a-vailable to the public. There were over 

1325 truckloads of this material. 

SLIDE 21. \Jhen the decision was made to discontinue operations at 

one of the firing sites, ve agreed to clean up the area so that it could 

be returned to the AEC without any restrictions. Since this area had 

been used as a firing site, there were namerous detonations, most of 

which con-tained in the explosive assembly a lanthanum l̂i-O source, some

times amounting to several thousand curies. Lanthanum has a relatively 

short half-life, but it was contaminated also with strontium $0^ which 

left much of the area slightly radioactively contaminated with this be-ta 

emitting material. The sources had been prepared at this location, and 

the assembly building and its associated plumbing and waste pits were 

heavily radioactively contaminated, principally with strontium 90* IQ 

addition to the radioactive contamination at the assembly building loca

tion, there was much debris scattered around the countryside by the 

explosions from the firing locations. This debris consisted mostly of 

twisted metal, wire, and scrap wood. Since the area was to be returned 

to its natural state, it was necessary that all this material be picked 

up and that the area be searched for any hazardous material. Calculations* 

and inspection of the area indicated that the maximum fragment range was 

about 2000 feet. We decided to clear a 2500-foot radius from both of the 

firing points. The remo-val of the radioactive contamination from the 

waste pits from the source preparation building was done by our own 

service contractor. More than 550 dump-truck loads of material were 

removed in this part of the operation. This material was taken to our 

radioactive contaminated burial pit for disposal. For the general cleaning 

of the firing area, two 13-man Indian fire fighting crews were obtained. 

They were available from the nearby pueblos and were trained to work as teams. 
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SLIDE 22. The Indian crews organized into a "scavenger hunt," and 

the amount of debris they found near the firing points was tremendous. 

The men walked and sometimes actually crawled shoulder-to-shoulder in 

the concentrated areas. As the distance from the firing points increased, 

the amount of material decreased, and the men were able to spread farther 

apart as the debris got thinner and the pieces larger. 

Full protective clothing was not necessary, but film badges and pro

tective gloves were worn by all personnel working on the job to protect 

them against cuts and possible radioactive contamination. Each man 

carried a gunny sack to hold the debris that he gathered. Most of the 

debris showed very little radioactive contamination. It was found that 

when several sacks of material were piled together, a count of from 

0.1 mr/hr to 1 mr/^r could be obtained. The filled sacks were deposited 

at collection points and later hauled away to the contaminated burial 

pit. There were over 90 dump-truck loads of debris picked up by hand. 

SLIDE 23. The terrain some distance out from the firing points was 

very rough and included many sheer cliffs; however, any location where 

shrapnel could have rested was searched. The search crews were at arm's 

length when searching the woods and cliffs in the outer area. Pieces of 

debris were found as far away as I85O feet. 

SLIDE 2U. The most significant find of this search was 32 l^-h3 

igniters. There had been a small temporary wooden "cap" storage magazine, 

and, apparently when it was removed from the site, these igniters had 

fallen through the floor and been left there for at least nine years. 

SLIDE 25. Twelve pieces of normal uranium were also found by the 

searchers, all at different locations and as much as toO feet away from 

the firing pad. The total weight of these pieces was 23-1/2 pounds. 

SLIDE 26. An interesting find was the heads and antlers of two buck 

deer who, during a fight, had become entangled and died in some of the 

old firing cables lying about the area. 

From the preceding presentation I believe you can see a few of .the 

safety problems that can be created by abandoning explosives facilities 

without consideration of future problems. I hope you now have an 



appreciation for what can or should, be done when a facility is de

activated or modified for different operations. 

Some of the safety lessons that have been brought home to us because 

of these cleanup operations and that you should be able to make use of 

in your own plants are: 

1. Waste collection system must be properly designed to provide for 

successful operation with provisions such as open drain lines 

that are always accessible for cleaning and inspection. 

2. Standard operating procedures for handling, cleanup and disposal 

of waste explosives must be properly prepared and properly 

enforced. 

3. There must be continuous updating and maintenance of permanent 

records of as-built drawings of facilities and associated 

utilities. 

h. Responsibility for shutting down and cleaning up a facility upon 

the completion or temporary stoppage of its use must be assigned 

and funds provided. Operations for deacti-vation, modification 

or cleanup must be recorded for future reference. 

5. Most explosives do not become less sensitive or go away with time 

or exposure to the elements. The cleanup problem and the hazard 

removal is going to have to be faced by someone sometime. 

6. You may get by with careless and sloppy operations for a time, 

but eventually the consequences have to be dealt with. It is 

more efficient and safer to do it right at the time. 

7. In the modification, maintenance, demolition or cleanup of explo

sive facilities, one cannot be too cautious or deliberate in the 

preparation. The most unlikely conditions and circumstances are 

possible because you are dealing with the former actions of human 

beings who were influenced by a wide range of ideas, circumstances, 

and pressures. 1 

You can see by this presentation that this type of operation is quite 

expensive, -time-consuming, and filled with many unknown hazards. I hope 
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that you will consider the cleaning and shut-down problems in preparing 

and approving SOP's for your current operations. When it is known 'that 

an explosives facility is to be shut down, you should use your influence 

to see that management does not allow it to be left in a condition that 

presents unknown hazards to future users of the facility or the land that 

it occupies. 

_i i_ 
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